
24th Decemeber 2022

A-EON Technology Ltd is pleased to release an 
update to the Enhancer Software Core

The new update is free of charge download 
available from Amisphere.com

Version 2 contains the latest version of Software 
Development Kit, gadgets and classes required to make 
applications for the Enhancer Software.

What is the Enhancer Software Core?

It is a free-of-charge stand alone version of the Enhancer 
Software. 

The Core edition contains classes, libraries and system 
files for users who have not purchased any version of the 
Enhancer Software previously. It also contains the 
Software Development Kit for developers to build their 
own projects using the features of the Enhancer Software 
components.

The files contained in it are essential to run any 
applications, utilities or programs created with the 
Enhancer Software.  By being free of charge download, it 
enables developers to create their software using 
elements of the Enhancer Software Core.  Developers 
can release their software with confidence that users can 
access these without having to purchase the commercial 
version of the Enhancer Software.

Use of the Core components in third party development 
projects has given A-EON further incentive to upgrade 
and continue to enhance the package.

We look forward to developers taking advantage of the 
wide range of extra features that the Core Gadgets and 
Classes offer.  Suggestions, feedback and feature 
requests will be given consideration for future updates to 
this package.

Where to download the Enhancer Software Core package

The software can be downloaded from:

www.amisphere.com

What is new in Core release 2 ?

Commands

SystemReboot (v54.1 updated)

Classes

Anim Gadget (v53.7 added)
Infodata Gadget (v53.3 updated)
InfoWindow Class (v53.15 updated)
Listviewer Gadget (v54.25 updated)
Mediadeck Gadget (v53.9 updated)
Select Gadget (v53.7 updated)
Tabbed Gadget (v54.458 added)
ToolBar Gadget (v53.6 updated)

System

AmiSphereServer (v53.38 updated) 
Updater (v53.73 added) 

Utilities 

InfoWindow (v1.4 updated) 
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